Bluesteel, a gentle blue-gray hue, promotes feelings of tranquility and harmony.

GET inspired
**APRICOT ORANGE**

Taking liveliness up a notch, Apricot Orange combines the red of passion tempered by yellow wisdom.

**GET inspired**

**APRICOT ORANGE 17-1353**
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PEACH PINK

Enthusiastically flattering, Peach Pink animates a warm pastel palette that is welcoming, bubbly and lively.
Crabapple is an endearing shade of rose with a tinge of orange throughout that emulates the warmth and cozy feelings that come with fall.
ROCKY ROAD

The earthy, sweet and indulgent shade of Rocky Road, stimulates the appetite and feeds cravings for pleasant comforts.

GET inspired
GRAPEADE

Grapeade is an unassuming mauve shade whose muted cool undertones gives it an unmistakable softer edge.

GET inspired
GREEN OLIVE
With a deep yellow-green tinge, Olive Green stimulates feelings of renewal, nature, and energy.

GET inspired
FOREST BIOME

Forest Biome, an expressive and vivid rich green color with a warm and soft feel, plays on tradition.
BIKING RED

An unexpectedly deep shade of burgundy, Biking Red elucidates a powerfully strong shade as a main or accent color with ease.
Unpretentious yet elegant, Paloma endures a soft, suave shade of gray enduring to the eye.
FROST GRAY

Frost Gray is the picture-perfect version of constancy, a perfectly balanced shade of gray inspiring creativity and versatility.
Vanilla Custard, a delightfully smooth and soft white-toned beige, a perfectly light shade, glistens and gleams.
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